dited in January when the A.A.F. sent detailed drawings
of the plane and an actual nacelle cone to work with.
Fig. 6 shows a 1.000-pound JATO unit on an A-20A airplane. nacelle cone removed.
A simplified description of the assen~blyand its instal.
a t i o n in the plane is a s follows: the nitrogen tank? to
snpply pressure for the propellants were located in the
fort+arJ bomb h a v , with a line leading to each nacelle
o r e . In each cone were located a motor. two propellant tanks, and a v a l v e a c t u a t e d hy hydraulic pressure
-to
control the, propellant supply. The end of each
cone was cul off in order to give the exhaust nozzle
necessary clearance. In the rear cockpit were six pressure gauges to measure the performance of the installation, am1 eleven controls- all accessible to the operator
statiom'il thertL
Among the numerous safety prrcaulions taken, t w o
especially deserve notice. Each motor, mounted on
sinks, was restrained by hydraulic thrust jacks i n order
to permit recoil so that, if there was an explosion, the
plane would not have to absorb the forward thrust of the
combustion chamber. The purpose of the second pre~'autioiiwas to avoid destructive thrust if the nozzle was
blown OK. It was coupled to the motor body by a pair
of sliock absorbers so that the two units could react upon
one another instead of one of them r e a c t i n g n n the
l a n e : moreover. both of them would he brought to a
full slop within a few inches.
The flight tests with the A-20A were conducted at the
A.A.F. Bombing a n d Gunnery Range a t Muroc. California.

A full-scale model, constructed
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liner mentioned in connection with JATO

, wab subjected to tests simulating launching from
rplane flying at different velocities up to 400 miles
our. (See Fig. 7.)

FIG. 9. An early model of the W a c Corporal missile
with four fins.

rocket unit launched at high velocity hits the water
such terrific force that it was feared the impact
the propellant or liner, o r else separate the
ropellant from the liner, or perhaps separate the liner
rom ihe steel walls of the motor. A n y one of these
ishap't would render undependable the firing of a unit.
t was necessary, also, to determine the effect of temperaupon the ability of the propellant and liner to withd the impact f o l l o w i n ~ a u n c h i n g .
he test procedure was to launch a dummy torpedo
ed with a loaded, solid-propellant motor, then later to
re the unit in a test pit %here. if it exploded. it would
o harm. Result? showed GALCIT 65 capable of
t a n d i n s m p a c t resulting from launching velocities
to 385 miles per hour. The launchingttests Bere made
the Torpedo Launching Range ddevloped by the Calinia Institute of T e c l i n o i o ~ for the Na%y at Morris

500 feet long. 16 feet deep. and 12 feet wide. Astride
the channel rides a towing carriage. the wheels mounted
on carefully-leveled steel tracks running the length of

ode1 is attached to !be free end of the strut. When
carriage is lowered. the model is submerged ready
r testing. Electrical .-itrain-gauges installed within the
ode1 connect throiiqli the strut with an oscillograph in
the carriage. As the carriage tows the model the length
of the channel, the strain-gauges measure the liydrothe model. and the forces

urface of a model is studied visuallv and recorded bv

member, 1911 In January, 1944, Major General G. M.
Barnes requested, in a letter addressed to Dr. von Karman, that the Jet Propulsion Laboratory undertake a
research and development program on long-range jetpropelled missiles. The project was the first of its kind
in the United States and is based upon a contract between
the A.S.F. Ordnance Department and the Laboratory.
As a result, the A.A.F. and the Ordnance Department
utilize cooperatively the staff and facilities of the

long-range.
missiles.
.Jet-propelled
. .
launching equipment

as to providr experimental data on the e

A p p r o x i m a ~ e l ~3 feet long,
a sharp nose rlrnigned for sup
uided at tlic a f t end by four fins, each extending 12
" - - - " :.,.,.-

ie Laboratory. W o r k on the new propellant pro
TI rapidly after potassium nitrate was introdncei
Â¥deto slow the burnine rate.

..,

ntially thc same rocket as the Private A;
ns ead of four symmetrical guiding fins at the aft en
t had one fin aiid t w o horizontal lifting surfaces with

